#1365 America as Media-Persia, II – Why the Shah’s exodus from Iran was on January 16
(1979), part 2, The Shah’s departure on January 16 to Egypt was the precipitating event
that eventually led to the Exodus 13:16/Revelation 13:16 Mark of the Beast event of U.N.
Resolution 666 against Saddam Hussein
Review (from Unsealing #1316): The Iraq-Kuwait crisis in August
1990 generated U.N. Security Council Resolutions that reflected the
fulfillment of the Revelation 13:16-18 figurative and unseen Mark of
the Beast. This is because the world was in the process of being
“freed” from Marx’s Soviet Communism, thereby receiving the
Beast’s version of the Mark of the Lord seen in Exodus 13:16 that
was attached to the Jews being freed from their bondage to the
Egyptians. Due to the weakening of the Marxist Soviet Union, the
world was no longer divided, and, through the United Nations, came
together against the Saddam Hussein-led regime of Iraq, agreeing
that none would buy from (import) or sell to (export) Iraq, imposing
U.N. Resolution 661 on August 6, 1990, with exceptions being
clarified in U.N. Resolution 666 on September 13, 1990. In essence,
this meant that Iraq could not buy from or sell to (trade with) any
other nation, having failed to be in agreement with the America-led
world towards Democracy and Capitalism.

is connected to
America’s judgment of
Saddam Hussein’s Iraq

Resolution 661 of August 6, 1990

Imposed economic (import and export) sanctions on Iraq
and Kuwait

Resolution 666 of Sept. 13, 1990

Defined humanitarian aid that could be exempted from
import (buying) and export (selling) sanctions

Key Understanding #1: Why the Shah departed from Iran
on January 16, 1979. The Shah of Iran’s exodus from
Iran to Egypt occurred on January 16, 1979 – which =
13:16 military time – because it was the precipitating
event that eventually led to the Exodus 13:16/Revelation
13:16 Mark of the Beast events of U.N. Resolutions
661/666 against Saddam Hussein, who rose to full power
in Iraq on July 16, 1979, exactly six months after the
Shah’s exodus.

January 16, 1979, Tehran, Iran.
An Iranian soldier kisses the feet of
Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi as
aides of the Monarch look on
grimly and Empress Farah looks
away with a big smile.
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Exodus 13:16 (NIV) And it will be like a SIGN on your HAND and a symbol on your
FOREHEAD that the LORD brought us OUT OF EGYPT with his mighty hand."
Revelation 13:16-17 (KJV) And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free
and bond, to receive a MARK [of the Beast] in their RIGHT HAND, or in their
FOREHEADS:
17 And that NO MAN MIGHT BUY OR SELL, save he that had the mark, or the name of
the beast, or the number of his name.
Key Understanding #2: The Shah’s exodus. We are describing the Shah’s departure from
Iran as an exodus because its prophetic purpose was to connect to the exodus of Israel from
the bondage of the Egyptians [see Key Understanding #1 above]. Moreover – for the same
prophetic reason – the country that the Shah departed to from Iran on January 16, 1979,
was Egypt.
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